Finding a Trainer
Our Training Philosophy

Second City Canine Rescue’s mission has always been to Rescue Responsibly. Part of rescuing responsibly includes doing what is
best for pets and their people. Force-free training methods focusing on positive reinforcement helps to strengthen the human-animal
bond. Scientific research shows that it works more consistently and effectively than the use of aversive methods, such as prong or
electronic collars, choke chains, etc. We want to help set you and your dog up for success, and using appropriate training methods is
one of the best ways you can do that!

Dog training: An Unregulated Industry

Did you know that there are ZERO qualifications required to become a dog trainer? Anyone in the world can wake up, decide they’re
going to be a dog trainer and start charging money! Without any learning or hands-on experience.
Unfortunately it is not uncommon for dogs to be mishandled, mistreated, abused, and even killed by irresponsible and abusive

trainers, which is why it is critically important that you VET your trainer. There are training techniques still being used today that can
cause lifelong trauma and behavior issues for your dog! Included in this brochure are some things to avoid and to look for when hiring
a trainer.

All Dogs Learn Best Through Positive Training: Fear, Submission, and Pain Should Not Be Involved

When hiring a trainer, look for someone who says they use ‘positive reinforcement’, ‘force free’, or ‘LIMA’ training. Unfortunately, because
training is an unregulated field, trainers can SAY they are using positive methods when in fact they aren’t! This is why it’s important to
ask a trainer the following questions.

Red Flags To Watch Out For:

Lots of talk about dominance. Dominance is
· irrelevant
to doa training: this is a huge red flag!
Claims that behavior change will be immediate. Behavior
· change
takes time and trainers who are able to “achieve

results” in one session are typically suppressing behaviors
using pain or intimidation.

Guarantees results. Any reputable trainer will NOT be
· offering
guarantees; behavior is far too complex to do so.

Claims to only be self-taught. If the trainer has no
· continuing
education that should be a red flag. The
best trainers are always learning.

Refusal to use food. If a trainer refuses to use food to train,
· they
are likely either completely ineffective OR inhumane,
OR, BOTH.

Calls themselves a behaviorist. The title behaviorist should
· be
reserved for veterinary behaviorists and certified
applied animal behaviorists.

Questions to ask:

What happens when my dog gets it right?
They should give the dog food, toys, play, or something the dog REALLY likes to tell
them they did a good job! Just a pat on the head isn’t enough!

Recommended Local Trainers
A Sound Beginning
Chicagoland
asoundbeginningprogram.com

What happens when my dog gets it wrong?
If the trainer says they’ll give the dog a “correction”, ask them what that looks like.
Will they be getting physical with the dog? Hitting them? Yanking on their necks?
A humane trainer will not use physical corrections; instead they will remove
whatever it is the dog is finding reinforcing, and teach the dog an incompatible
behavior to do instead!

Anything is Pawzible
Chicago
anythingispawzible.com

What techniques or tools will they use?
The trainer should use food generously, and may choose to
use toys as well. If the trainer uses any device that is designed to make the
dog uncomfortable (shock collars, prong collars,and choke chains are most
commonly used) look for another trainer. These tools come with serious risks of
side effects including increased fear and aggression.

Happy Hound University
NW Suburbs
happyhounduniversity.com

I Got this Sit
Elgin
igotthissit.com

For additional training assistance, contact:
Training@sccrescue.org

